
 
 
 
Research Centres 
 
The imperative that could help is the designing and implementation of Relief and 
Rehabilitation Centres to help address climate change and other cause related disasters. 
 
What are these Relief and Rehabilitation Centres?  
 
Dedicated offices or technologically enabled service units that help in disaster mitigation 
and disaster management by mapping different criteria like  
 
1. The need to ensure quick accessibility to specific locations that are not picture perfect 
for incidence mitigation and adaptation  
 
2. The need for the availability of adept weather forecasting, satellite imaging and 
climate change interpretation methods for such locations  
 
3. The need to work against barriers, obstacles or sudden changes that make disaster 
mitigation and disaster management less immediate, challenging and complex. The 
emergent need is to conceptualize different agendas, SMARTER plans, SMARTER 
designs to overcome these problems  

4. The need to ensure that there is sufficient availability of funds, resources and people 
on a continuous basis for readiness, preparedness and mitigation exercises 

5. The need to showcase all work carried out to help mitigation, relief and rehabilitation 
for such locations, so there is a possibility of different people adopting these measures at 
different instances in time  
 
6. Early initiatives have been demonstrated by governments and social organizations to 
make dwellings more earthquake safe, tsunami safe, tornado safe, cyclone safe, flood 
safe.  



 
All this needs to evolve even more, as locale specific mitigation, relief and rehabilitation 
work may not achieve adept incidence mitigation and adaptation given that the world is 
facing global warming, climate change all over.  

The need may be that governments or social organizations may soon need to design 
HUBS that connect different Relief and Rehabilitation Centres via Life Support 
Grids, so the sense of proportion, sense of awareness, sense of networking and 
empowered independence shown in incidence mitigation and adaptation can be shared 
via technological advances. 

These HUBS could become a vital gateway for integrating cross-realms of “Leadership, 
Innovation and nucleus of reasoning” shown by different teams for a range of problems 
(at different locations, or in different regions/states/countries).  
 
This may become the onward autonomic outlook that can help cope with emerging 
demands, deviations, transformations, contexts and psyches that all make a difference, 
while making the future more sustainable.  
 

The Hubs could become part of the research done in the Life Support Grid, which is still 

an insight and is being discussed at the disaster management foundation level. 

 

  

Please refer to the basic proof of concept website  

www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/networkcentral 

 

 

 

http://www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/networkcentral

